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Have you been looking for an element of comfort while riding your mean machine? If the answer to
this question is yes, then a sissy bar is the right thing for you. A Sissy bar is also known as a
passenger backrest or a sister bar. It is attached to the rear end of a motorcycle, which provides
reclining support to the rider while driving. Apart from this, a sissy bar can also be used as an
anchor point for extra supplies like backpacks, helmets and other riding gear. A sissy bar is typically
made out of steel which is chrome plated and is padded with foam for extra comfort to the rider.

Similar to a sissy bar, one can even attach a pannier to oneâ€™s motorcycle. The panniers serves as an
extra container, which is carried in pairs and is attached to the two sides of the motorcycle. A motor
cycle pannier generally looks like a box and is called a saddlebag. These extra attachments are
typically made out of materials like hard plastic, fabric, lids and leather. A pannier may be attached
permanently to the motor cycle or can be removed, depending upon the choice of the rider. Just like
motorcycle panniers, one can make use of bicycle panniers as well. This class of panniers is made
out of synthetic fibers like nylon. In order to avoid getting the contents being damaged due to rain,
these extra attachments come with a built in water repellant or rain cover.

So, next time you go out for that adventurous ride, do not forget to adorn your motor cycle with
these extra but very useful attachments. It will not only allow you all the comfort while going for that
dream ride but will also serve as an extravagance worth flaunting.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a Sissy bar, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a panniers!
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